9 September, 2013

Go Wild – compete in the Photo or Cartoon Competition!

Would you like to spend three full days with the local photographer guide in a breathtaking, picturesque landscape in Bulgaria? Now you have a possibility to compete for this unique opportunity and for many other awards in the Wild Click & the Wild Line Photo and Cartoon Competitions!

CEEweb for Biodiversity and Bulgarian Biodiversity Foundation present the Go Wild Photo and Cartoon Competitions to raise awareness about Natura 2000. In the European Union, Natura 2000 is the largest network that protects our natural heritage for us and the future generations.

In the photo contest you can compete in the following categories:

- **Wild Landscapes** - Reveal the beauty of European protected areas and Natura 2000 sites with your camera. Take pictures of natural habitats and areas let it be mountains, lush fields, dunes, seashores or wetlands.

- **Wild Species** - Take a picture of wild European animals or plants at their natural habitats.

In the cartoon contest you can

- show **how we benefit from nature and how we can conserve these benefits for our children**. Draw a strip about how nature provides us with a glass of clean water, food and possibilities to rest, etc. OR

- show **what catastrophic consequences we have on our society if we lose nature**.

The deadline for both contests is November 30, 2013.

For the official calls, check out [www.ceeweb.org/contests](http://www.ceeweb.org/contests).

For more information contact Kristina Vilimaite (kvilimaite@ceeweb.org) or Terhi Tuovinen (tuovinen@ceeweb.org).